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TURBULENT FLOW BETWEEN R OTATII_@ CYLINDERS

By Pal Shih-I

SU2_ARY

The turbulent air flow between rotating coaxial cyl-

inders was investigated. The distributions of mean soeed

and of turbulence were measured in the gap between a rotat-

ing inner and a st_tlonary outer cylinder.

The measurements led to the conclusio_ thst the tur-

bulent flow in the gap cannot be considered two-dlmensional

but that a peculiar type of secondsry motion takes olace.

It is shown that the experimentally found velocity distri-

bution can be fully understood under the assumption that

this secondary n_otion consists of three-dizensional ring-

shape vortices. The vortices occur only in pairs and

their number and size depend on the speed of the rotating

cylinder; the number was found to decresse with Incre_slng

speed. The secondary motion h_s an essential part in the

transmission of the moment of momentum. In regions where

the secondary motion is negilglble, the momentum transfer

follows the laws known for homologous turbulence.

Ring-shape vortices are known to occur in the lamln_r

flow between rotating cylinders, but it was hitherto un-

known that they exist even at speeds which are several

hundred ti_es the crltic_l speed.

INTRODUCTI0_

The flow between coaxial rotating cylinders is known

as Couette's type of curved flow. Owing to the importance

of this type of flow as a basic problem in fluid dynamics,

a number of investigations have been carried out. The

exact velocity distribution in the turbulent state, however,

is still unknown. The flow was investigated by G. I. Taylor

(references i, 2, 3) as well _s by others. (See, for exam-

ple, reference 4.) Taylor measured the velocity distribu-

tion between a rotating inner and a stationary outer cyl-

inder (reference 3). He found the paradoxical result that
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both the circumferentialvelocity and "the moment of momen-

tum increase outward. This condition is apparently con-

trary to both of the alternative assumotions that the
moment of momentum-or the vorticity is transferred by tur-

bul _e.,_ diffusion. Taylor tried to ex__!ain this paradox

by the shadow effect of the tube tn__ was used for measur-

ing the total-pressure distribution in the gap. He varied

the dimensions of the instrument and concluded, by extrapo-

lation to zero diameter of __e pressure tube, that the true

velocity distribution in the gap corresponded to a constant

value of the moment of momentum, that is, to a _onstant

value, of.the product Ur. where .U is the. mean circumfer-

ential velocity and r: is the dist_nCe'fro_, the axis of

the cyiinders.

In order to investigate the validity of Taylor's
extrapolation, Dr. yon i[arman suggested the use of hot-

wire anemometers for the measurement of.the velocity dis-

tribution. A soecial meesuring devi_e Was designed to

reduce the shadow effect to a n eg!igib!e amoun£ The

inner cylinder was rotated and the outer one held station-

ary. The Operating speeds were sever_l hundred times the

critical speed as given b F T_ylor (reference I)

The author wishes to express his thanks for,the help

received • from the GALCIT staff, o_rticularly to Dr..yon

EArm_n for his inspiration and guidance, to Dr. :C, B. Millikan

for his interest and _dvice, and to Mr. Carl Thiele for his

help and.aug&cations regarding aoparatus. The section of the

paper on theoretical discussion wes contributed by Dr. yon

Zgrmgn. This investigation, conducted at the C_iifornia

Institute Of Technology, was sp0nsored by and conducted with

the financi_.i assistance of the National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics. ......
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N number of revolutions of rotating cylinder

moment per unit length of rotating cylinder

T

P

shearing stress

density

U

U_V

klnematic.viscosity

mean circumferential velocity

clrcumferential- and radial-veloclty comoonents,

-respectively, of secondary_flow

u',v t circumferential and radial components, respectively,
of turbulent fluctuations

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

The main part of the a_paratus consisted of two co-

axial cylinders mounted on a rigid frame made of steel

angle stock. The inner cylinder was cast of aluminum

alloy, turned true to _0.002 inch and carefully balanced

to eliminate vibration. Its outer diameter was 15¼ inches

and its length was ll inches. The possibility of circula-

tion from the gap to the inside of the inner cylinder was

eliminated by sealing the inside of the cylinder with

wooden plates and wax.

Two sizes oflouter_3 cyllnder were used; their inner
diameters were loT_ and 17_ inches, making, gaps of 17/32
inch and l_ inches, respectively. The cylinders were

wooden with 1-inc_ walls. At the bottom of the outer cyl-
inder a series of 3/_-inch holes were drilled around the

circumference. Two wooden rings with a width just slightly

less than the gap were attached to the outer cylinder; one

ring was at the top edge and one just above the bottom

holes. The clearance between the rings and the inner cyl-

inder was sealed b_ felt.

The inner cylinder was turned by a 1/10-horsepower

synchronous motor coupled rigidly to its shaft. The speed

of rotation of the cylinder was measured by means of a

10-pole generator attached to the motor shaft. The out-

out of the generator was checked against that of a cali-

brated oscillator by the Lissajou figures formed on a

cathode-ray oscilloscope.
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A conventional hot-wire anemometer was used for the
me_surement of the mean velocity and the root mean squ_re
of the fluctuations of the m_gnitude of the velocity. The
rstio between the root-mean-sauare of the fluctuation and
the mean velocity multiplied by 10G will be referred to as
the "percentage of turbulence." _o attempt _as made to
determine the direction of the velocity.

The hot wire was inserted '_.t the central part of the
outer cylinder by the holder shown in figure 1. The hot
wire was soldered across the small gaps and the smell
spindles could be changed so as to measure _t different
axial positions. The spindles were far from the hot wire
and the effect of their wake was therefore negligible.
The solndles were mounted on a block tn._t rested on a
Slide so that the spindles could travel b_ck and forth
with the block as a whole. The slide ':_as moved by a
micrometer that indict, ted the position of the hot wire in
the space between the cylinders.

A series of static holes, 15 in number, were drilled
along an element of tile outer cylinder. These static
holes gave an indic_ti0n of the flow'pattern in the gap.
Figure 2 shows the test s_tup with the hot-wire holder
inserted in _he center of the outer cylinder. The syn-
chronous motor mnd the speod indicator are beneath the
cylinder. The multiple stopcock on the stool permitted
any desired static orifige to be connected to a manometer.

The front part of the hot-wire holder w_s made of
hard rubber. In order to obt._in a good fit between the
hot-wire holder _.nd the cylinder, ._ br_-BS slot WaS made
_nd set int_o the ,,vall of the outer cylinder. The inside
of the outer cylinder, th[e brass slot, and the h_rd rubber
holder were turned _.s a unit and o_.inted simhlt_neously,
The three pieces formed a smooth cylindrical surface.

THEORETICALDiSCU_SlON

Two different theories h_ve been prooosed for the
' ,, ibuti n i_'., ent flow:computation of the veloslt._ distr o ..... 1_ _

i. According to the momentum trensport theory orig-

inated by L. Prandti, the shemring stress T is given b_r

the expression,

T = &-d- (Ur),
r dr
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where k denotes the coefficient of turbulent exchange,

U is the circumferential velocity of the fluid, _nd r

is the distance from the cylinder axis.

In the case of the flow between a rotating inner and

a stationary outer cylinder, the moment of the she gring

stresses acting on an arbitrary cylindrical 19yet in the

fluid is equal to the moment required to rotate the i;,ner

cylinder. The moment referred to unit length being denoted

by g, the equation takes the form

T rE = kr -_- (_r) = -g (1)
dr

It follows that the product Ur should decrease with

increasing r.

2. According to the vorticity-transnort theory orig-

inated by G. I. Taylor, the vorticity transport through

any cyllhdrical surface is zero. The mathematical exores-
sion for this statement is

__d [ 1 d (Ur)] = 0 (2)
dr r dr

This equation is, for example, satisfied if Ur is con-

stant. Taylor concluded from his measurements that Ur

is, in fact, constant in the central 80 oercent of the

gap. As mentioned before, this conclusion w_s drawn from

a special extrapolation; the investigations presented in

this paper were undertaken mainly to clarify this _oint.

Preliminary measurements that are described in the

following section Of this paper showed that the flow be-

tween the cylinders was not two-dimensional as assumed in

equations (1) and (2). The flow could be considered to

consist of three parts: 1 The two-dfmensional mean mo-

tion having but one circumferential velocity comoonent;
- lj •2. i seco_idary motion w,,_h accounts for the deviation

from the two-dlmensfonai case; and _. Turbulent fluctua-

tlons. General equilibrium condition_ applied to this

case require that the transfer of angular momentum through

a cylindrical surface of radius r equal the torque, which

is independent of r. Thus, if tl_e stresses due to viscos-

ity are neglected,

_ ..

ff "re (U + u + u') (v + v')dz da = constant (_)

o 0
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wher.e U is the mean circumferential velocity; u and

v are the circumferential and radial components, respec-

tively, of the secondary motion (that is, the deviatlon

from the mean velocity); u t and v T are the components
of the turbulent fluctuations in circumferential and

_ _ i the length of the cylinder; andradial d_ection; s

r, 8 and z are cylindrical coordinates.

If averages with respect to time and over the length

of the cylinder are made, it being assumed that the aver-

age values do not depend on _, it follows from equation

.(3) that

a w_

r (uv ÷ u'v') = constant (4)

ml

since _v vanishes by averaging over the length of the

cylinder, because the continuity of the flow and the time

averages of u' and v _ are zero by definition. This

equation shows that the torque is transferred from one

cylinder to the other by two different mechanisms: one,

secondary motion and, two, turbulent fluctuations. The

relative importance of these L_otions was to be experimen-

tally de_ermined. It is to be noted that equation (3) is

quite general and does not deDend on _ny assumption as to

the mechanism of the turbulent friction.

PI_EL I MI NAIqY INVESTIGATION

At first it was thought that the flow between the

cylinders would be two-dimemslonal except near the ends.
Measure_f.'ents were therefore made at the exact center of

the cylinders where the flow would best _oproxim_te the

two-dimensional type. Two entirely distihct types of flow

were, however, obtafne& at the saz.e oositipn, depending on

_ t_-_i_al set_ of the velocitythe starting conditions. _ne *

az:d the distributions of the turbulence level across the

gap for these two tyTes of flow are shown in figures 3 to 6.

For convenience, the type of flow shown in figures 3 and 5

will be called type A _nd that shown in figures 4 and 6

will be called tyoe-_. "

The relation of these two t"_es of flow to the start-

ing conditions was as follows:

If the inner cylinder was started in _uch a manner

that its speed N i increased gradually uo to the desired

value and if the hot-wire s_indles were close to the inner
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cylinder, type A flow .was obtained. Once either ty_e of
flow was established it see_ed unaffected by slight changes
in speed of rotation. -

Furthermore, at high speeds itwas found that in the

r_iddle of the run the type A flow might suddenly ch_nje to

the type B flow. This change is illustrated in figure 7.

It first the cylinders were started in such a :,ray that the

type A flow was obtained, and readings were taken outward.

These readings followed the upper full-line curve as shown

in figure 7. At a certain _oint near the outer wall, the

mean soeed suddenly dropped along the dotted line and the

velocity distribution then became that shown in the lower

full-line curve, that is, type B flow. Further traversing

had no effect on the flow pattern. When the 17/82-inch

gap was used, decreasing the speed of rotation of the in-

ner cylinder to a certain low value restored the type A
• flow. This phenomenon, however, did not occur for the 13--

Inch gap. is

It was believed that the pr-csence of the hot wire near

the inner or the outer cyli_der could h-_ve an essential in-

fluence on the velocity distribution, for example, by in-

creasing the thickness of the boundary layer. This po'ssl-
bility was excluded by introduclng a dummy hot wire at var-

ious positions. The next assur,_otion was that the flow pat-

tern is three-dimensior_al; the tr_nsiti0ns between the two

types of velocity distribution would be caused by changes

or displacements in the flow pattern. This assumotion was

confirmed by further experiments.,

In order to investigate the .three-dimensional charac-

ter of the flow in the gap between the cylinders, evenly
spaced pressure-measurlng orifices were inserted on the

outer cylinder along the axial direction. The readings

at the s_e o:rifices (fig. 8) showed that the static pressure

was net constant along the axial direction, as would have

been exwected In the case of two-dimensional flow, but

showed systematic varlat_ons.

The end conditions of the cylinders were found to

have considerable i_fluence on the static-pr:essure readings.

In •order to eliminate the end effect as far as possible,

the "aspect ratio " that is, the length of the working

section to the width of the ga.w, was increased from l0 to

20 by reducing the gap from l_Ls inches to 17/32 inch. The

seals at the two ends of bhe gap were also redesigned to

make the end conditions as symmetrical as oossibie. The

pressure and the velocity distributions Obtained with the
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symmetrical seals were similar for the two aspect ratios,

and it is believed that the end effects were negligible at

the place where the measurements were taken.

Thus, .the measurements of the stat'ic pressure indicate

_ithout doubt the three-dimensional character of the flow.

In order to determine the flow pattern,-it became necessary

to measure the velocit:y _is_ribution in various sections

perpendicularto the axis. These measurements are described

in the next section.

VELOCITY AND TURBULEiJCE DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG THE

AXIAL DIRECTI0_ OF THE CYLINDERS

Since the flow pattern could be changed by the start-

ing conditions, care had to be exercised that the static-

pressure distribution alo_g the axial direction was kept
the same for all the runs e.t any given speed. Measurements

were taken at seven axial stations at tLe centrel portion

of the. cylinders. The distance between two adjoining sta-

tions was 1/2 inch. These stetions _,ere numbered from 1

to 7, the number increasing to'_vard the bottom Of the cyl-

inders. The actual positions of these stations are marked

by the arrows in the static-pressure diagrams _, on the right

" of the corresponding results. "-

A typical set of results, corresponding to a rota-

tional speed of the inner cylinder egual to 1200 rpm will

be analyzed in detail.

The mean-veloclty distributions for this case are

shown in figure 9. It is seen that both types of flow

obtained in the preliminary investigetions existed simul-

taneously for_the same flow pattern but at different axial
wositions. The mean-velocity distribution gradually changes

from one type to the other." For instance, at station 1 the
distribution is type B; at stations 2 and 3, it is type A;

at station 4, it is an intermediate t_._e, and it may be

called "AB; atstations 5 and 6,. it is type B; while at .

station 7, the intermediate stage is _gain obtained.

Figure I0 was obtained by plotting One of the distri-

butions of type A, sat at station 2, and one of type B,

say at station 6, on a semilogarithmlc scale. It is seen

from these curves that, for flow-of type A, the velocity

i7 I
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" distribution near the inner wall is logarithmic, that is,
the velocity defect is proportional to the logarithm of
the distance from the wall (reference 5); whereas, for
type B, the velocity distribution near the outer wall is
logarithmic. If the typical velocity dlstrlbutions obtained
in the preiimlnary investlgations are _lotted in the zame
manner, the results are similar. _t has been shown by Dr.
yon Karm_n (reference 6) that for Cauetters flow the mean-
velocity dlstribution is logarithmic if homologous turbu-
lenc e is assumed. It may be sta_ed that, at the olace
where the velocity distribution is logarithmic, the trans-
fer of shearing stress from one cylinder to the other is
mainly due to turbulent fluctuations.

Since the gap issmall in _comparison with the radii of
both cylinders, as a first approximation, equation (4)
gives

uv + u'v' = constant (5)

Atl the place where the influence of.the secondary mot'ion,
that is, the term of _, is negligible, equation (5)
becomes

_v_v = constant (6)

The same condition is valid for flow between two parallel
plates moving with different velocities.

At the place where the influence of turbulent fluc-
tuations is small, equation (5) becomes

uv = constant (V)

No attempt was *made to measure the radial velocity v of
the secondary motion. Some conclusions _s to the distri-

• bution of v alon_ the axial direction can be drawn, how-
' ever, from equation (7) after the distribution of u is

examined, that is, the deviation of the circumferential
velocity from the average take_ over the axial length.

First, take the average of the mean-velocity curves
of the seven stations. This average mean-velocity dis _
tribution is pio_ted as a dotted curve for comparison with

the curves of mean-velocity distribution of figure 9. The

deviation u from the average distribution at various

axial positions is shown in figure !I. •
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It is seen from equation (7) that, if u changes

sign along the axis of the cylinder, v must also change

sign since the product is a constant. But from figure l0

it is seen that, for flow of type A, u is positive and

that, for type B, u is negative. Hence, it can be con-

cluded that the radial component _v of the velocity of

the secondary motion changes its direction with the type

of flow. At stations where the velocity-distribution

_urve shows type A, the radial velocity is directed out-

ward; while st stations where the velocity distribution

is of type B, the radial velocity is directed inward.

RING- SHAPE VORTICES

It seems, therefore, that rin&-shape vortices which

are known to introduce the instability of the flow in

rotating cylinders still exist st Reynolds numbers as high

as several hundred times the critical Reynolds number. In

order to give a satisfactory exolanation of the experimental

results, these ring-shaDe vortices must be assume_ to be

distorted and arranged as sAo_n in figure 12. (Cf. refer-

ence 1 in which Taylor's original conceotion of the vor-

tices is given.) The fluid along the walls diverges from

station 8 and from a point that lies somewhat beyond station

7. It has been found that the pressure has Desks at these

points. The static pressure dro_s in the neighborhood of

stations 8 and 7 rather rapidly, and over the mean portion

of the interval between the two weaks the static pressure

is more or less constant. Near the walls, the fluid flows

in the direction of decreasingpressure; where the pressure

is constant, there is practically no flow in the axial

direction. This result is consistent with the suggested

distribution of the vortices. 0p_osite stations 2 and 3

near the inner cylinder there is a purely turbulent domain.

In this turbulent domain, the velocity distribution is

e_ected to be logarithmic; this exoect_tion has been found
to be correct. At stations 5 and 8, where the velocity

distribution is of type B, there is a ourely turbulent

domain near the outer cylinder wall. At stations 4 and V,

the intermediate stage will be obtained because the influ-

ence of the secondary motion and that of the turbulent

fluctuatlonB are of the same order of magnitude.

Very close _o: the walls, the she_r should be mainly

determined by pu're vi:scosity. In order to transmit the

same amount of shear as exists in the central portion of
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the gap, the slope of the velocity curve near the walls

must be very large;; In all the velocity curves obtained,

this result is true.

The distributions of u _ , the circumferential turbu-

lent fluctuations, are shown in fi6ure 13. It is interest-

ing to note that the curvature of the distribution curves

for u and u' are opposite for any given axial oosltion.

In order to find the influence of the speed of rota-

tion on the vortices, measurements at a fixed axlal posi-

tion but with different rotation speed were made. The

results are plotted in figure 14. At the low speed of 12C0

rpm, the curve shown as diagram 1 of figure 14 was obtained.

It shows essentially a flow of type A.- The speed was then

increased to 1500 and 1800 rpm. The results are given in

diagrams 2 and 5, respectively. The distribution of the

static pressure as well as the distribution of the mean

velocity are more ar less similar to those of diagram 1.

Finally the speed• was increased to, 2100 rpm. The distri-

butions of the static pressure and of the mean velocity

were sudd_en!y changed, as shown in diagram 4. The pressure

peak that existed in the three orecedin_ cases at the mid-

point, where the measurements were taken, disappeared, and

thus the mean-velocity distribution at this point became

of type B. When the speed was reduced to 1800 and 1500 rpm,

diagrams 5 and 6 were obtained. They are similar to diagram

4, which shows that the new flow p_ttern, once established,

continued after a considerable reduction of the speed. As

the speed of rotation was reduced to 1200 rpm, however, the

original .flow pattern returned, as shown in diagram 7.

At lower speed there seemed to be a certain stable

configuration involving a definite size and number of the

vortices. As the speed was increased, a critical value
was reached at which the vortices increased in size and

decreased in number. Since the vortices' can exist only in

pairs, because the total circulation must be zero, _-oair

of vortices must disappear :_t a certain c r.itic_l speed as

the speed increases and reappear at Sonde critical speed _s

the speed decreases.. It. seems that these two critics1

speeds are not iden.tical...This mechanism fully explains

the sudden changes of the flow encountered in the prelimi-

nary iuvestigations. The effect of the position of the

spindles probably consists of the delaying of the change

in the number of vortices. When t,.e spindles were situated

in a purely turbulent domain, hQwever, their influences
were eliminated, This result iS 'consistent with the ex-

perimental re suIts.. ....
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Ofily two stable vortex-s_stem configurations were
observed. One consisted of six vortices and the other of
four vortices. The one that wrevailed at the lower s_eed
is called the small-vortex system and that existing at
high speed, the large-vortex system. For the 1V/42-inch
gap the upper critical speed of the small-vortex system
was found at 1800 rpm or hi@her. Hence, the upper limit
of the critical Reynolds number for the existence of the
small-vo_tex system is about 200 times the critical

Ro_nolds number for the instability of the laminar flow.

Beyond th{s limit only the large-vortex system can exist.

The lower limit of the critical Reynolds number for the

large-vortex System, that is, at 1200 rpm or lower, is

about 100 t_imes that of the criticsI Reynolds number for

the instability of the laminar flow. Below this limit

only the small-vortex system _ can exist. There is s range•

in which both types of the flow pattern can exist, and the

starting conditions determine which patt.ern prevails in a

par.ticular case. For the l_-inch gap t.he lowest operat-

ing. Reynolds number was about 175 tinges that of the criti-

cal Reynolds .number and a chan_ie could be made from the

large-vortex system to the small-vortex system if the

la_rge-vortex system was once established.

: ESTIMATE OF SHEARING STRESSES

The shearing stress can be estimated from the loga-

rithmic velocity profile by assuming that the relations

• _1%1 CaSe.obtainedforp_rallel flow are also valid in _" "s

By the well-known universal velocity distribution near

the wai I,

U = 2.8 d_'_ logey ÷ constant

or U = 5°7_ _-_,[ !og:-oy + constant (lO)

where U is the local velocity, y is the distance from

the wall, and T is the shearing stress. If the slope S

of the straight Portion of the velocity-distribution curve

plotted on sen_ilogarithmic peper (fig. 10) is assumed to

be equal to 5.75 J_C9-71_, '

T/p = s=/4s (ll)

It is interestin& to co{spare the sheari_g stress thus
obtained with the values obteined by G. I. Taylor by means

of torque measurement. (See reference 2.) Taylor plotted
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loglo(r/p U2) against logio(Ut/u) for various values of
t/R l, where T is the shearing stress on tLe outer cyl-
inder, U = 2 r[ NRI, N is the speed of rotation of _e
cylinder, RI is the radius of the outer cylinder, and
t is the gap distance between the two cylinders. It is
correct _o use the B-type velocity distribution for the
comparison with Taylorrs results 0ecause, in this c_se,
the velocity orofile is logarithmic near. the outer cyl-
inder _wail. It Is foand that the difference of the she_r-
Ing Stress calculated fron_, both walls is small, the shear-
ing stress at the inner cylinder being _ little l_rger
than that at the outer cylinder. This restart is to be
expected. Figure 15 shows the co_p_rison of the results.
The full-line curve is an ._ver_ge curve obt_i_ed from
Taylor's curves for t/E i = 0.0555 _nd 0.077,5. Hence,

it may be stated that this curve corresponds _pproxim_tely

to t/R1 .= 0 0666. _ This vslue comn_res with the curve

obtained in the present investigation for t/R I = 0.0635.

In addition, Taylor's curve for t/R_ = 0.1146 IS com-

pared with the present result for t/.R ! = 0.1190. It is

seen that, for the large gap,. the result of the present

measurements checks Taylor's_c_rve ver_{ well; whereas,

for the small gap, the present results are higher than

those 6brained by Taylor. The g.enerel tendency" that the

coefficient, of friction, decre._ses with increasing Value

of t/R I is found to he true ........

CONCLUDING RER_ARKS

The turbulent flow between two coaxi_l cylinders is

accompanied by a peculiar type of secondary motion that

affects the transfer of momentum. The secondary flow can

be described by assuming cairs of ring-shape vortices be-

tween the cylinders. The size a_d the number of the vor-

tices depend on the speed of the inner rotating cylinder,

the number tending to decrease with increasing speed. At

'certain critical soeeds the flow p_ttern may suddenly

change owing to the loss or the gain of a pair of vortices.

There exist in the g_p certain re_ions where the velocity

distribution is governed mainly by this secondary flow and

other regions where the turbulent fluctuations are _rede-

determinant. In the regions in which the fluctuations are

predeterminant, the velocity distribution is of the loga-

rithmic type in agreement with the theorF of homologous

turbulence.

_ali_ornia Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, Calif. , October 1939.
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